
ODDLY ENOUGH 
 
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPPROBRIUM-EATER 
 
“My mother thinks I play piano in a whorehouse,” a colleague once told me.  “I couldn’t break her 
heart and tell her what I really do.”  
 
And so go the many jokes told by the poorly regarded folks who stalk the halls of Congress and 50 
state capitols.  We are lobbyists. 
 
To work in this environment, one leaves her sappy sentiment behind. The cynical play here, sneering 
at idealists who may survive for a session or two, but ultimately metamorphose or move on. 
 
That's not to say that ideals are dead under the dome -- for many, it is why we come at all.  It's just 
that this is no place for grand ideas, only baby steps.  Big ideas make big bonfires, by the time a 
session is fully involved.  Modest proposals, by contrast, have a better chance of navigating the many 
perils a piece of legislation must outsmart to prevail. 
 
Our job is to be the midwives of those ideas our clients favor and to vanquish others.    
 
I first came to the marble mausoleum (my state's capitol) to lobby for women's rights.  A dozen 
years later, my view of my colleagues and the process has not changed so much as it has aged.  I 
found the finely tailored business lobbyists with their grosgrained briefcases and intense game faces 
comically clichéd.  I fantasized that any minute, a Maxwell Smart-type would whip out specialized 
spy equipment from a breast pocket, or perhaps dial up an important client using a phone in his 
shoe.  Contrast these ubiquitous players with the sartorial equivalent of Maxwell's mirror opposites   
--  the human services lobby -- who beg for the legislative leavings using armies of the walking 
wounded.  Leveraging compassion, not cash, they parade earnest adults and sick children in 
wheelchairs into hearing rooms to describe their agonies, mining for support for their programs. 
 
In between are hordes of others.  They come from state agencies, nonprofit organizations, unions, 
and professional associations. Some are employees, some are “contract lobbyists” – guns for hire.  
Officious corporate types mingle with tacticians, political junkies, and true believers.  These are not 
nine-to-fivers.  When the Legislature is in session, we grab our Palm wallets:  it's not our money that 
will be stolen, but our time.  We'll be absent from family gatherings and our children’s school plays 
for many months. 
 
Just what is it that we misunderstood and much maligned manipulators of the public weal do? 
 
Sometimes, the job description is, simply, “professional friend”.   Wining and dining lawmakers for 
the purpose of making and maintaining friendly relationships is a part of the job that is visible and 
excruciatingly well reported.  It is essential that we be liked, respected, believed.  At the same time, 
we are engaged in a multi-dimensional game of chess, with hundreds of boards in play at once.  The 
lobbyist must keep up with the movements of all opponents while plotting his own strategies.  
Policy wonks -- whose approach to legislation is analytical and focused on the dry substance of each 
issue -- are called into service for the highest-stake interests.  Whereas the army generals ply their 



trade by controlling the troop movements of politics, the wonks brain out the substance of policy  --  
they think their way to victory.  All lobbyists must also be salesmen.  To persuade, to sell an idea, to 
break through the message madness, and to marshal public support is the essence of this world.  
Finally, one must be able to organize like-minded citizens who care enough to echo the lobbyist's 
points in letters or calls to elected officials, thereby underscoring that the world is watching how a 
vote will go. 
 
In this universe, there is a tremendous amount of paper to manage.  An average of 4,000 bills will be 
introduced in my small state’s biennial legislative session, and one-tenth of them will cross the finish 
line in some form.  Whether a paragraph or 40 pages, the bill will cause the lobbyist to develop a file, 
track the progress of the idea, and perhaps to write backgrounders, fact sheets, testimony, press 
releases, memoranda, OpEds, and other materials.  The well-heeled lobbyists will often hire 
assistants -- typically lithesome blondes who serve as "mini-lobbyists" (shark roe?), scheduling 
appointments, filing documents, taking notes at hearings, tracking bills, and lugging detritus through 
the building. 
 
The advent of the copy machine changed the legislative process, provoking an information blizzard 
of competing claims and facts from the lobby legions.  Pity the poor public official who must find 
enough hours in the day to glimpse each of these, shake a thousand hands, pretend interest in 
minutiae, and make sound decisions every third hour.  Lobbyists are sometimes over-relied upon by 
these saturated solons to serve as seeing-eye humans, guiding each through the treachery and tactical 
twists of the game. 
 
What good may come of such a system?  If one has to ask, she probably hasn't discovered what any 
lobbyist already knows about the human condition.  Systems, designed by mere mortals, are only as 
good as the people who operate in them.  It is not possible to structure a political process that can 
compensate for our frailties nor guarantee that our more noble mercies will always be teased out.  At 
best, we have an open playground, transparent for anyone's scrutiny, in which a balance of players 
duel for prominence as proxies for an interested public, and in their name.  Over time, diligence is 
on relatively equal footing with money, and intelligence teams with pugnacity on behalf of the 
powerless.  Sometimes, good public policy is the result. 
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